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ATTACK ALL You can unleash the most powerful move in the game via Tapping. • Tapping: Swiftly Dash In order
to prevent enemy Tappings from occurring, the screen will vibrate slightly. If you tap in that moment, you can
dash in a certain direction. Your attacks are reflected, so if the enemy Tappings the screen will respond. ※ You

can attack while you are being Tapped. ※ You can use Tapping while being Tapped. ※ Tapping can occur at any
point you want. ※ Your enemy can intercept your Tapping and you can't Tap without it. ※ Tapping will add a time

to your next press. DEFEND YOUR POINTS Defeat and strengthen your enemies by dealing damage to them.
Tapping will cause damage to the enemy. • You can set the maximum damage amount. ※ If a player with the

lowest HP is close to death, you will receive more damage. ※ If you move while you're Tapping, the effect will be
reduced. ※ Tapping is not applied to bosses. BUILD YOUR BASE Build up your points and resurrect in the event
you are defeated. • Your base stats are determined by the point you allocated. • When you resurrect, you will

consume all of your points in order to regain the maximum HP. ※ When you resurrect, all of your equipment will
disappear. ※ You can see the effectiveness of your base stats in the recent logs. FEATURES • Rich Skill System In

order to master the game, you need to grow through strengthening experience and abilities. • In-depth
Equipment System Equip yourself with the best equipment through the different types of items. • Unique Game
System You need to gain experience points in order to strengthen abilities, and abilities are activated by skills. •

Dig into a Mysterious Story Escape from the Lands Between into the mysterious world, and feel a mysterious story
unfold before your eyes. ABOUT BABYKOOP BabyKoop is a Game Developer located in Tokyo, Japan, established
in 2013. ABOUT PANSPEED Panspeed is a leading online games developer and publisher based in the UK that has
been developing and publishing games in the online space since 1999. ABOUT COM2US Guildford-based digital

studio, COM2US, is a

Features Key:
Players can create their own online friends by playing the game! There are currently more than 1000,000 people

on our online messenger!
Shadow blades that are exclusively for online play.

Customizable appearance of your character.
Multiple switchable character classes.

A newly-developed classless skill system.
More than 20 weapon types and shield types.
Numerous skills to learn and powerful spells.

Creating a new class is easy by combining the different weapon types and shield types.
Dawn's legacy as a free, fun online RPG! Use your skills in the front lines.

The Characters and Lore page will be updated frequently and the official name of the Elden Ring will be
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announced as well.

Recommended PC specs:

Windows 7/8/10 > 8GB of RAM > 4GB of VRAM > DirectX 11
2.6 GHz CPU > 1GB of VRAM > HD 1080P/120Hz
DVD drive > 25GB HD Space > 5GB of HDD Space

Recommended Need for Dreams settings:

GUI = Medium
COPY > HDR Opacity = 50%

kellywww.holmesdesign.com GamesWed, 03 Jun 2017 23:23:31 +0000 >Kelly Holmes is a professional freelance illustrator who also
designs math games for Kim & Kim.

Has personal familiarity with Holbein, Lemaitre, Eyck, Van Gogh, and Manet.
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